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Ladies and gentlemen:Today we will go and visit the Nanyue

Temple, Nanyue Temple is situated on the northern tip of Nanyue

Township and at the southern foot of Chidi Peak. In a layout of nine

rows, It is the largest and best-preserved ancient palatial architectural

complex of south China. Magnificent and splendid with resplendent

upturned eaves. Inside the east in parallel to eight Buddhist palaces

on the west, It is indeed a wonder in the history of religion that

Taoism. Buddhism and Confucian culture can co-exist within a

single temple. The exact time of the construction of Nanyue Temple

is unknown. It existed asearly as in the Qin and Han Dynastis.

Originally Located on the summit of Zhurong Peak, The temple was

later moved to the mountain foot to facilitate the religious activities.

The beginning of the Tang Dynasty witnessed the formal

construction of the Heavenly Lord Huos Temple the Heavenly

Master Temple. So as to enshrine and worship the Gods of the five

sacred mountains, During the Song Dynasty the immortal of the

Hengshan Mountain was revered as the Heavenly Master

Zhaosheng,as a result the temple was gradually expanded and

enlarged. Since the Tang Dynasty Nanyue Temple had beed subject

to six fires and 16reconstructions all through the Song. Yuan, Ming

and Qing Dynasties. In the 8th year of Emperor Guangxus reign in

the Qing Dynasty (1882 A.D), the Imperial Court ordered the



rbuilding of Nanyue Temple. Which had been ruined by lightning,

The project was imitative. Copying the styles of the Imperial Palace.

And even to the present day it is still well preserved. Fenced with

red-brick walls.Nanyue Temple ccupies an area of some 70.000

square metres. From north to south lies in sequence nine rows and

four courtyards-Lingxing Gate. Kuixing Tower. Chuan Gate.

Pavilion of Imperial Study, Main Hall, Dwelling Palace and the

Northern Rear Exit. The whole architecture complex stretches across

on axis extending from south to north with its halls linked up

together. The winding corridors and wing-rooms on both sides

merge with each other. Accentuating the magnificence of the stature

of the principal part. On the east side of the main temple there are

eight Taoist palaces. Coordinating with eight Buddhist palaces on the

west side. The first row is Lingxing Gate. Two gilded Chinese

characters Mountain Temple are shining on the white marble at the

top of the gate. The marble gate stands as high as 20 metres with a

width of 1.1 metres and is meant to imply that during the past

dynasties all the religious activities were officiated by real

knowledgeable people. The second row is kuixing Tower. The most

perfectly preserved ancient stage in Human Province.with a breadth

of 35metres and a length of 12. Its fa?ade facing the main palace, the

stage is the place where people hold religious activities and perform

local operas during pilgrimage. Before the tower stands a pair of

2-metre tall stone Kylin (Chinese unicorn). With their furious eyes

widely open. They are like two solemn looking sentinels guarding the

tower. The pebble path under the Kuixing Tower leads to the third



row-Main Chuan Gate. East and West Gates. The gateway is made of

gray bricks with an awesome depth and height of 15 metres. The

courtyard within is filled with dense cypress trees and carpeted with

green grass. The fourth row is the Pavilion of Imperial Study.

Distinguished by its gilded tiles. Octagonal doubleeaved roofs and

exquisitely-crafted arches. Inside the pavilion there is a Bixi in the

shape of a legendary animal like tortoise. Legend has it that Bixi is the

ninth son of the dragon. The Bixi carries an imperial stele on which

the full text of On Rebuilding Nanyue Temple was carved in the 47th

year of Kangxis reign(1780 A.D.) in the Qing dynasty. 100Test 下载

频道开通，各类考试题目直接下载。详细请访问

www.100test.com 


